In the last several years, courts around the world, including in China, the European Union, India, and the United States, have ruled on appropriate methodologies for calculating either a reasonable royalty rate or reasonable royalty damages on standard-essential patents (SEPs) upon which a patent holder has made an assurance to license on fair, reasonable and nondiscriminatory (FRAND) terms. Included in these decisions are determinations about patent holdup, licensee holdout, the seeking of injunctive relief, royalty stacking, the incremental value rule, reliance on comparable licenses, the appropriate revenue base for royalty calculations, and the use of worldwide portfolio licensing. This article provides an economic and comparative analysis of the case law to date, including the landmark 2013 FRAND-royalty determination 
I. Introduction
In the last several years, courts around the world, including in China, the European Union, India, and the United States, have ruled on appropriate methodologies for calculating either a reasonable royalty rate or reasonable royalty damages on standard-essential patents (SEPs), upon which a patent holder has made an assurance to license on fair, reasonable and nondiscriminatory (FRAND) terms.
1 Included in these decisions are determinations about patent holdup, licensee holdout, royalty stacking, the incremental value rule, reliance on comparable licenses, the appropriate revenue base for royalty calculations, and the use of worldwide portfolio licensing. This article provides an economic and comparative analysis of the case law to date, including:
• the first-ever court FRAND-royalty determination issued by CSIRO , providing guidance to lower courts on how to calculate RAND damages, including the evidentiary requirements for considering alleged concerns about patent holdup and royalty stacking, the use of comparable licenses, and the "smallest salable patent practice unit" (SSPPU) approach;
• recent decisions from the Delhi High Court granting Ericsson's requests for interim injunctive relief on its FRAND-assured SEPs and upholding the company's practices of licensing on a portfolio end-user device level;
• the 2015 European Court of Justice decision on injunctive relief in Huawei v. ZTE; and
• the numerous cases from European Union member states addressing issues such as whether offering worldwide portfolio licenses is consistent with FRAND-assurances.
While these rulings exhibit a number of differences, some common principles have emerged as well:
• FRAND royalties must provide the patent holder with reasonable compensation;
• in determining a FRAND royalty rate, courts should consider comparable licenses, including licenses calculated based on the end-user device;
• concerns about patent holdup must be symmetrical, i.e., if courts consider holdup by patent holders, then they should also consider holdup and holdout by implementers.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section II focuses on how courts have considered concerns about holdup, holdout, and royalty stacking. Sections III and IV discuss licensing benchmarks and methods for determining FRAND terms in litigation, 2 including the SSPPU approach and reliance on comparable licenses; Section V covers court decisions upholding the use of worldwide portfolio licensing as consistent with FRANDassurances; and Section VI concludes. While this article focuses on court decisions, discussions of the various agency decisions from around the world are also included throughout.
II. Holdup, Holdout, and Royalty Stacking
"Patent holdup" by a patent holder refers to the potential problem that arises when a SEP holder has made an assurance to license on FRAND terms but then seeks to use standard-lock-in to obtain a supra-FRAND rate. 3 On the other side of the transaction, innovators that are contributing to a standard-development organization (SDO) can also be locked-in, and hence susceptible to licensee holdup or holdout, if the contributed technologies have a market only within the standard. Thus, incentives to engage in holdup can run in both directions. 4 While holdup by implementers (sometimes referred to as "reverse holdup") refers to the situation in which a licensee uses its leverage to obtain rates and terms below FRAND levels, holdout refers to a licensee either refusing to take a FRAND license or unreasonably delaying doing so. The royalty stacking theory, which is based on the Cournot complements problem, maintains that patent holders will set their royalty rates without regard to the other strictly complementary patent holders, potentially leading to an "excessive" cumulative royalty payment, which we define as a royalty for the good's producer that is so high that it cripples the product market, or at a minimum severely restricts output.
5

A. Court Rulings
Courts in the European Union, India, and the United States have recognized that holdup may be practiced by either SEP holders or implementers, and have explained the critical importance of ensuring a balance between the two interests in developing legal rules governing SEPs. 6 In the United States, prior to the seminal decision by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit (which has nationwide jurisdiction over patent law) in Ericsson v. D-Link, 7 lower courts were divided on whether theoretical concerns about holdup and royalty stacking must be taken into consideration when assessing or determining rates as RAND, or whether they must be proven with evidence. 8 One approach had been to estimate the potential aggregate royalty burden by assuming that all SEP holders would charge the same rate as that offered by the accused SEP holder. 9 For example, since Motorola sought a royalty rate of 2.25% of end user device prices, the court in Microsoft v. Motorola multiplied a discounted rate of 1.15-1.73% (discounted for theoretical cross-licenses between Microsoft and Motorola) by the number of SEP holders to estimate royalty stacking.
The Federal Circuit in Ericsson rejected the theoretical approach taken in the Microsoft case and by some other U.S. lower courts, which did not require implementers to show what royalties they were actually currently paying to other SEP holders. Under the Federal Circuit's decision, the actual cumulative royalty paid by a particular implementer must be proven and assessed to determine whether it is excessive. Reiterating this criterion in CSIRO v. Cisco, the Federal Circuit stated that "abstract recitations of royalty stacking theory, and qualitative 6 See, e.g., Case C-170/13, Huawei Technologies Co. v. ZTE Corp. ¶ 65 (July 16, 2015) (recognizing concerns about reverse-holdup, stating that the Court will not tolerate infringers' "delaying tactics"), http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid=165911&pageIndex=0&doclang=EN& mode=lst&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=603775; id. ¶ 55 (stating that it is essential "to ensure a fair balance between the interests concerned" testimony that an invention is valuable-without being anchored to a quantitative market valuation-are insufficiently reliable."
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The Federal Circuit Ericsson ruling also covered holdup. Consistent with the above views on royalty stacking, the Federal Circuit held that, to be considered as part of a RAND damages analysis, concerns about holdup must be proven using case specific facts rather than theoretical assumptions, stating that "[c]ertainly something more than a general argument that these phenomena are possibilities is necessary."
11 Instead, the court instructed that to establish holdup, implementers must provide evidence that the SEP holder "used its SEPs to demand higher royalties from standard-compliant companies." 14 Id. at 114. 15 Id. at 114-15. On August 3, 2013, the United States Trade Representative disapproved a decision by the ITC to grant an exclusion order against Apple, instructing that "in future cases involving SEPs that are subject to voluntary FRAND commitments, the Commission should be certain to (1) examine thoroughly and carefully on its own initiative the public interest issues presented . . . and (2) seek proactively to have the parties develop a comprehensive factual record related to these issues . . . including the presence or absence of patent holdup or reverse holdup." Ltr. Ambassador Michael B. G. Froman at 3 (Aug. 3, 2013), https://ustr.gov/sites/default/files/08032013%20Letter_1.PDF. The letter relied heavily on the January 8, 2013 policy statement issued by the Department of Justice and the Patent and Trademark Office, which recommends that the ITC consider certain factors, such as holdup and holdout, when determining whether an exclusion order is in the public interest. Policy Statement at https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/atr/legacy/2014/09/18/290994.pdf.
In a case involving purported proof of an actual patent holdup attempt, Judge Koh, in GPNE Corp. v. Apple, Inc., excluded a patent holder's damages model that sought to factor in a higher royalty rate based on the value the patent obtained by allegedly covering a cellular standard without the patent being subject to a FRAND obligation. 16 The court reasoned that, among other things, GPNE's expert failed to properly apportion value to the specific patent's technological contribution, and instead sought to "cloak" his "arbitrary" royalty rate on "broad statements about the general value of cellular connectivity."
17 While the Federal Circuit in Ericsson subsequently held that "the patentee's royalty must be premised on the value of the patented feature, not any value added by the standard's adoption of the patented technology,"
18 it is questionable whether a patented technology has a standalone value, separate and distinct from its use. As a result, adoption of a standard will reflect the joint value contributed by all active participants and as such should be shared among them all.
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Some courts (across jurisdictions) have concluded that, under certain circumstances, seeking or enforcing injunctive relief on a FRAND-assured SEP can be a form of holdup. 20 The logic behind this stance is that an injunction is such a harsh remedy-removing the implementer's products from a given market altogether-that the mere threat of an injunction would be enough to pressure a licensee into accepting supra-FRAND terms and conditions. 19 In Unwired Planet, the court accepted the opinion offered by one economist that "he did not regard FRAND as a scheme which meant the patentee could not appropriate some of the value that is associated with the inclusion of his technology into the standard and the value of the products that are using those standards." Given that neither side disputed this, the court accepted this evidence, stating that the "economists' opinions show that it is not necessary to deprive the patentee of its fair share of those two sources of value in order to eliminate hold up and fulfil the purpose of FRAND. In Europe, the question of whether it is anticompetitive to seek an injunction on a FRAND assured patent was addressed in the 2015 European Court of Justice (ECJ) Huawei v. ZTE decision. This case involved a dispute in Germany, where injunctions are an automatic consequence of an infringement; German courts have no discretion in deciding on an injunction. 22 The German norm was, however, at odds with the standard espoused by the European Commission (EC), motivating the German court to seek clarification from the ECJ. 23 The ECJ concluded that, while a FRAND-assured SEP holder has the right to bring an action for a prohibitory injunction, its refusal to grant a license "may, in principle, constitute an abuse within the meaning of Article 102 TFEU." 24 The ECJ went on to define the actions that both SEP holders and licensees need to follow in order to benefit from a safe harbor from competition law liability. In particular, a SEP holder needs to do the following: (1) prior to initiating an infringement action, alert the alleged infringer of the claimed infringement and specify the way press-release_MEMO-14-322_en.htm. One problem with the "willing licensee" concept is that it is a factual determination that may be far from clear in many cases, and thus "the outcome of an antitrust case will necessarily be uncertain," which is likely to result in overdeterrence. Ginsburg et al., supra note 4, at 7. in which the patent has been infringed; and (2) after the alleged infringer has expressed its willingness to conclude a license agreement on FRAND terms, present to the alleged infringer a specific, written offer for a license, specifying the royalty and calculation methodology. 25 On the other side of the bargaining table, the ECJ held that the alleged infringer must "diligently respond" to the SEP holder's offer, "in accordance with recognized commercial practices in the field and in good faith," by promptly providing a specific written counter-offer that corresponds to FRAND terms, and by providing appropriate security (e.g., a bond or funds in escrow) from the time at which the counter-offer is rejected. 26 For alleged infringers that fail to take these steps, the SEP holder is free to seek an injunction. The decision also recognizes concerns about reverse-holdup, stating that the Court will not tolerate infringers' "delaying tactics."
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B. Economic Discussion
The Federal Circuit's decision in Ericsson is an important holding that recognizes the economic theory behind holdup and royalty stacking, as discussed above. Holdup of any form requires lock-in, i.e., standard-implementing companies with asset-specific investments locked in to the technologies defining the standard or SEP holders locked in to licensing in the context of a standard because of standard-specific research and development (R&D) leading to standardspecific patented technologies.
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When discussing lock-in, holdup arguments refer regularly to notions of ex ante and ex post, typically using the codification of a standard as the demarcation point between before and after. Competition among different technology solutions that may occur ex ante is contrasted to lock-in and switching costs that may be present ex post, after one of the competing options has been chosen. Indeed, these notions are key elements in assessing whether or not particular terms are FRAND. It is important to understand two points in this context. First, what constitutes ex ante and ex post can differ with perspective: the development period for a standard generally is ex ante for an implementer, but it is ex post for an innovator, who has already sunk its R&D investments to obtain technologies to contribute to the standard's development. Second, there is no single dividing line between ex ante and ex post: standards evolve over time, with numerous versions and generations published, meaning that one could identify a long list of pre and post 25 Id. ¶ 71. 26 Id. ¶ ¶ 66-67. In Unwired Planet, the court referred to obligations on both FRAND-assured SEP holders and implementers, reasoning that "the logic of the FRAND undertaking means that an implementer must negotiate fairly if it wishes to take advantage of the constraint which the patentee's FRAND undertaking places on the patentee's rights. Just as an implementer is entitled to demand FRAND terms in a licence from a patentee subject to the ETSI FRAND undertaking, so a patentee is entitled to demand FRAND terms in the same licence. In other words, an implementer who does not negotiate fairly is not a willing licensee and may ultimately be subject to an injunction." points just using standard codification dates. Both of these points together imply that any ex ante/ex post divide, on its own and without more evidence, cannot define holdup.
Lock-in is a necessary condition for holdup, but it is not sufficient. For holdup in any guise to actually occur, there also must be an exploitative action taken by the relevant party once lock-in has occurred. As a result, the mere fact that a license agreement was signed after a patent was included in a standard is not enough to establish that the patent holder is practicing holdupthere must also be evidence that the SEP holder took advantage of the licensee's lock-in, for example by charging more than FRAND royalties that it could not otherwise have charged but for the lock-in. More specifically, in order to find actual holdup, two elements must be present: opportunity and action. 29 Consider first opportunity. Simply having a patent that has been declared as potentially essential to an SDO does not automatically endow that patent holder with a credible threat of holdup -either during negotiations before any lawsuit is filed or in the midst of a lawsuit in relation to settlement proposals or calculated FRAND rates submitted to the trier of fact. Implementers can and regularly do challenge the essentiality of patents declared at SDOs, so a declared essential patent may be found to be not essential during the course of a trial. Even if the patent is indeed found to be essential, or if essentiality is never tested in court, patents are not created equal. This means that for SEPs with FRAND commitments, the value of the patented technology drives the rate determination, not the essentiality. Seeking fees beyond the value contributed by the patented technology is a risky strategy for a SEP holder-as GPNE found in its case against Apple.
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Consider next the action prong of holdup. Opportunities must be exploited for any harm to competition to result. Thus, the fact that a license agreement was signed after the patent(s) were included in a standard is not enough to establish that the patent holder is practicing holdup, without additional evidence that the patent holder used its ex post leverage to extort royalty rates in excess of the patented technology's value. A host of practical and commercial reasons lead most SEP licensing negotiations to occur after the relevant standard has been codified, including continually evolving standards and the desire to avoid the costs of unnecessary licensing negotiations for standard elements that do not survive. As a result, while ex ante license agreements are not unheard of, they are relatively rare. Hence, most candidate agreements for comparable licenses will be signed ex post.
Despite coming after a particular standard is published, the vast majority of SEP licenses are concluded in arm's length, bilateral negotiations with no allegations of holdup or opportunistic behavior. This follows because market mechanisms impose a number of constraints that militate against acting on the opportunity for holdup. For example, because standards evolve over time (e.g., mobile standards are commercializing the 4 th generation now, with 5G on the drawing boards), repeated interactions among the participants provide strong behavior incentives for good faith bargaining as bad acts can be punished in the next round of interactions. The risk of getting sued for breach of FRAND is another motivator. Reputational and business costs are 29 See id. yet another factor that can deter players from engaging in holdup. Existing relationships have an impact as well, as the U.S. FTC has acknowledged: "patent holders that have broad crosslicensing agreements with the SEP-owner may be protected from hold-up." 31 In addition, patent holders often enjoy a first-mover advantage if their technology is adopted as the standard. "As a result, patent holders who manufacture products using the standardized technology 'may find it more profitable to offer attractive licensing terms in order to promote the adoption of the product using the standard, increasing demand for its product rather than extracting high royalties. '" 32 In order to rule out post-standard-publication licenses as FRAND benchmarks-at least on the basis of potential holdup-an expert must establish that the terms and conditions in the agreement generate payments that exceed the value conveyed by the patented technology to the licensor that signed the agreement. In other words, the evidence should establish that the SEP holder actually took advantage of the opportunity for holdup.
As for the role that injunctions might play in a SEP holder's ability to practice holdup, there is a critical difference between seeking an injunction and obtaining one. The threat of seeking injunctive relief, on its own, cannot lead to holdup unless that threat is both credible and actionable. Indeed, the in terrorem effect of filing for an injunction depends on the likelihood of it being granted. 33 In the United States, the credibility of an injunction threat fell precipitously after the Supreme Court's decision in eBay v. MercExchange LLC, which ended the prior nearautomatic granting of injunctions and instead required courts to apply a traditional four-part equitable test for granting injunctive relief. 34 Empirical evidence shows a significant decline in the number of injunctions sought as well as in the actual rate of injunctions granted in the United States following that ruling.
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With respect to injunctions for FRAND-assured SEPs, while the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit rejected a per se rule that injunctions are unavailable for SEPs, it also noted that "[a] patentee subject to FRAND commitments may have difficulty establishing 31 Prepared Statement of The Federal Trade Commission Before the U.S. Senate Committee on the Judiciary Concerning "Standard Essential Patent Disputes and Antitrust Law" at 6 (July 30, 2013), http://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/public_statements/prepared-statement-federal-tradecommission-concerning-standard-essential-patent-disputes-and/130730standardessentialpatents.pdf. 32 
Id. (internal citations omitted).
33 Ginsburg, supra note 3, at ¶ 4. . In e-Bay, the Supreme Court held that the traditional four-factor test applied by courts of equity when considering whether to award permanent injunctive relief to a prevailing plaintiff applies to disputes arising under the Patent Act. That test requires a plaintiff to demonstrate: (1) that it has suffered an irreparable injury; (2) that remedies available at law are inadequate to compensate for that injury; (3) that considering the balance of hardships between the plaintiff and defendant, a remedy in equity is warranted; and (4) that the public interest would not be disserved by a permanent injunction. eBay Inc. v. MercExchange, L.L.C., 547 U.S. 388, 388 (2006). 35 Gupta & Kesan, supra note 34. irreparable harm." 36 The court went on, however, to say that, "[o]n the other hand, an injunction may be justified where an infringer unilaterally refuses a FRAND royalty or unreasonably delays negotiations to the same effect." The ability to seek injunctive relief against a licensee that is engaged in holdup or holdout is important to help prevent licensee holdout. In other words, the U.S. Federal Circuit recognized the need for balance between the parties, analogous to the ruling by the ECJ in Huawei.
Note that seeking an injunction against a licensee who is delaying or not negotiating in good faith need not actually result in an injunction. The fact that a court finds a licensee is holding out and/or not engaging in good faith licensing discussions can be enough to spur a license agreement in lieu of a permanent injunction. In this regard, the ECJ Huawei ruling may be seen as addressing the less formal rules for deciding an injunction in Europe, compared to the eBay guidance in the United States.
Additional decisions recognizing the importance of balance in protecting against both holdup by SEP holders and holdout by implementers include the recent decisions by the Delhi High Court. Those cases granted Ericsson's requests for interim injunctions on FRAND-assured SEPs against several unwilling licensees. 37 Similarly, in March 2017, the Beijing Intellectual Property Court granted an injunction for a FRAND-assured SEP holder in IWNCOMM v. Sony, awarding treble damages for infringement. 38 The Court's decision was based on its finding that the implementer willfully delayed the negotiations and was at fault during the six years of negotiations, stating that the implementer's repeated insistence on the patent claim chart was unreasonable where the SEP holder had already provided sufficient documents for the implementer to determine whether their products infringed the relevant SEPs.
39 Also, post 40 Similarly, in the United Kingdom, the court in Unwired Planet granted an injunction against Huawei on Unwired Planet's FRAND-assured SEPs concluding that Huawei's refusal to offer an unqualified undertaking (i.e., its refusal to accept a worldwide license) before trial and judgement warranted the injunction, albeit one which will be stayed on terms pending appeal. 41 With respect to royalty stacking, the key point to bear in mind is that patents are not created equal. FRAND rates should reflect the value of the SEPs at issue, so it makes no economic sense to estimate an aggregate rate for a standard by assuming that all SEP holders would charge the same rate as the one being challenged in the current lawsuit. A numeric example illustrates how this estimation approach can go horribly wrong. Suppose that a standard is defined by 5 SEPs (1 -5), with one patent each held by 5 patent holders (A-E). The value the set of 5 patents contribute to the standard (as embodied in the downstream product) is known to be 10 per product unit. Suppose that patent 1 accounts for 50% of the aggregate value of 10, patent 2 accounts for 20% of the value, while patents 3 -5 each account for 10%. Each patent is a perfect complement (must be used together to achieve any product value); each is thus essential, but the values are not equal. FRAND would dictate that patent 1 can command a perunit royalty of 5, patent 2 can command 2, and patents 3 -5 can command 1 each. Suppose patent holder A is the first to seek a license and asks for 5 per unit, commensurate with its FRAND value. But under the common estimation approach, the downstream manufacturer will accuse that patent holder of holdup because the aggregate royalty estimated by multiplying the offered rate of 5 by the 5 patent holders implies a total rate of 25, two and a half times larger than the known value contributed by all 5 patents together. A judge accepting this argument would wrongly conclude that patent holder A was attempting holdup and creating or contributing to a royalty stack. Suppose instead that SEP holder E is the first to seek a license and it sets its offer at 2, twice as much as the value of its patented technology. In this case, a judge multiplying the rate by the 5 essential patents would conclude, again wrongly, that this rate was FRAND as the aggregate rate of 10 exactly equals the known value of the 5 patents-even though SEP holder E was asking for twice the value that its patent contributes to the standard. In short, assuming infringement litigation against Samsung while proceeding with negotiations, (2) proposed license terms that devalued Samsung's patent value, and (3) engaged in reverse holdup as evidenced by the fact that it did not have the intent to pay any royalties until the litigation was concluded. Conversely, the KFTC found that Samsung did negotiate in good faith because (1) before and after filing the injunction claims, Samsung proposed various license terms to Apple and proceeded with substantial negotiations, and (2) the royalty rates proposed by Samsung were not excessive. KFTC Press Release (Feb. 26, 2014), http://www.ftc.go.kr/news/ftc/reportView.jsp?report_data_no=5542&tribu_type_cd=&report_data_div_c d=&currpage=2&searchKey=&searchVal=&stdate=&enddate (in Korean).
equal-patent value and taking a simple multiplication approach to estimate an aggregate royalty stack will only be right by happenstance. Most often it will yield the wrong answer, sometimes absolving rates that actually exceed FRAND and other times condemning genuine FRAND rates. Thus, this approach should not be used to assess royalty stacking-even as a check on other calculations (as suggested by Judge Holderman in Innovatio)-because it risks both false positives and false negatives.
Based on the underlying economics, we agree with the Federal Circuit that royalty stacking allegations should be backed by case-specific evidence. Especially for products embodying well-established standards, like Wi-Fi and mobile, manufacturers should be able to present data on the aggregate rates that they actually pay, supplemented (when appropriate) by credible evidence on additional patent holders that are realistically expected to seek royalties.
More fundamentally, as discussed in the next section below, when a FRAND assessment is focused on the value that the SEP portfolio at issue has contributed to the standard and products embodying the standard, the resulting rates and terms will necessarily avoid both patent holdup and royalty stacking.
III. Competing Methodologies for FRAND Determinations
This section discusses methodologies proposed to and relied on by courts for linking FRAND royalties and damages to the SEP portfolio value contributed to the standard and to products embodying that standard. Our discussion is organized by the methodologies adopted by the courts to date, which include the "hypothetical negotiation" approach combined with the other 14 Georgia-Pacific factors (15 factors total), 42 the comparable licenses method, and reliance on the "incremental value" rule.
A. Court Rulings
Hypothetical Negotiations & the Georgia-Pacific Factors
In the United States, the Georgia-Pacific case provides the most common framework for guiding damages in patent infringement matters. The judge in that case called for evaluating a "hypothetical negotiation" between the two parties assuming they were both willing to conclude a license; he also listed a set of 14 other "factors" that should be accounted for in that but-for world assessment. Judge Holderman (in Innovatio) explained the approach as follows: "The purpose of conducting such a hypothetical negotiation is 'to ascertain the royalty upon which the parties would have agreed had they successfully negotiated an agreement just before infringement began.' Accordingly, the court must try, 'as best as possible, to recreate the ex ante licensing negotiation scenario and to describe the resulting agreement.'" As U.S. courts have relied on the Georgia-Pacific framework for over 40 years, it provided a natural candidate framework for SEP license assessments. 44 Several lower courts applied a modified version of the 15 factors to recreate a hypothetical negotiation between the parties as the best starting point for FRAND assessments, where the modifications were meant to address the unique circumstances of SEP licensing.
On April 19, 2013, U.S. District Court Judge Robart became the first U.S. judge to take this approach. In Microsoft v. Motorola, Judge Robart determined a FRAND royalty rate and range for standard-essential patents in a contract dispute between Microsoft and Motorola over SEP portfolios relevant to two industry standards, Wi-Fi and H.264 (for video coding).
45 Judge Robart modified the traditional Georgia-Pacific factors so that they might better reflect the obligations embodied in a FRAND commitment:
The royalties received by the patentee for the licensing of the patent-insuit in other circumstances comparable to FRAND-licensing circumstances.
Factor 2:
The rates paid by the licensee for the use of other patents comparable to the patent-in-suit (unchanged).
Factor 3:
The nature and scope of the license (unchanged). Factor 6: The effect of the patented invention in promoting sales of other products of the licensee and the licensor, taking into account only the value of the patented technology and not the value associated with incorporating the patented technology into the standard.
Factor 7:
In the FRAND context, the analysis of this factor (related to the duration of the patent and the term of the license) is greatly simplified because the term of the license would be co-extensive with the duration of the patent. incorporating the patented technology into the standard.
Factor 9:
The utility and advantages of the patent property over alternatives that could have been written into the standard instead of the patented technology in the period before the standard was adopted.
Factors 10-11: The contribution of the patent to the technical capabilities of the standard and also the contribution of those relevant technical capabilities to the licensee and the licensee's products, taking into account only the value of the patented technology and not the value associated with incorporating the patented technology into the standard.
Factor 12:
The portion of the profit or of the selling price that may be customary in the particular business or in comparable businesses to allow for the use of the invention or analogous inventions that are also covered by FRANDcommitted patents.
Factor 13:
The portion of the realizable profit that should be credited to the invention as distinguished from non-patented elements, the manufacturing process, business risks, significant features or improvements added by the infringer, or the value of the patent's incorporation into the standard.
Factor 14:
The opinion testimony of qualified experts (unchanged).
Factor 15:
The amount that a licensor and a licensee would have agreed upon (at the time the infringement began) if both were considering the FRAND commitment and its purposes, and had been reasonably and voluntarily trying to reach an agreement.
Regarding the date of the hypothetical negotiation, Judge Robart held that the exercise must reconstruct the negotiation that would have taken place between the parties prior to the date on which the patented invention was adopted as a part of the industry standard.
Shortly after Judge Robart issued his opinion, Judge Holderman (on October 3, 2013), at the request of the parties, adopted the hypothetical negotiation approach in In re Innovatio IP Ventures, LLC Patent Litig., although with revisions to match the different circumstances of the Innovatio case. 46 The parties agreed that the appropriate date for the hypothetical negotiation was "around the time of the initial adoption of the 802.11 standard, and therefore approximately the time when the manufacturers began selling 802.11 compliant products." As a consequence, the negotiating parties would have negotiated a single license covering all subsequently obtained 802.11 SEPs. The jury in D-Link found that three of Ericsson's 802.11n (Wi-Fi) SEPs were infringed and awarded lump sum damages, which the court then translated into a per-unit RAND rate for ongoing future royalty payments.
First, a court should consider the importance of the patent portfolio to the standard, considering both the proportion of all patents essential to the standard that are in the portfolio, and also the technical contribution of the patent portfolio as a whole to the standard.
Second, a court should consider the importance of the patent portfolio as a whole to the alleged infringer's accused products.
Third, a court should examine other licenses for comparable patents to determine a RAND rate to license the patent portfolio, using its conclusions about the importance of the portfolio to the standard and to the alleged infringer's products to determine whether a given license or set of licenses is comparable.
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Judge Holderman made two important modifications to Judge Robart's approach. First, Judge Holderman refused to adjust the license rate for SEPs whose essentiality was questionable prior to the court's adjudication. He acknowledged that such adjustment "may seem reasonable" given that "[t]he hypothetical negotiation tries . . . to recreate the ex ante licensing negotiation scenario and to describe the resulting agreement."
49 Yet, he explained that, at the time a court is evaluating damages in a patent infringement suit, it has determined whether the patent is valid and infringed, "foreclosing the hypothetical negotiator from benefiting from any uncertainty as to future court rulings." Thus, "it would be inappropriate to adjust the RAND rate based upon pre-litigation uncertainty." Since these two initial court rulings, several U.S. juries have also determined RAND royalty rates or damages based on instructions to apply a modified-version of the GeorgiaPacific test. In Realtek v LSI, the jury awarded percentage royalties per Wi-Fi chip for the two SEPs at issue. 52 In Ericsson v. D-Link, the jury awarded lump sum damages to compensate 49 Id. at *7. 50 Id.
51 Id. at *8.
Ericsson for the defendants' past infringement based on jury instructions that modified the Georgia-Pacific factors to include Ericsson's obligation to license its patents on RAND terms.
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That court refused to determine a RAND rate, however, stating that the "Defendants cannot ask the Court to determine a RAND rate but refuse to be bound by it."
54 After a number of lower court rulings based on modified Georgia-Pacific factors, however, the Federal Circuit in Ericsson held that " [t] here is no Georgia-Pacific-like list of factors that district courts can parrot for every case involving RAND-encumbered patents." 55 Instead, the Federal Circuit ruled that if a court chooses to follow the Georgia-Pacific approach, it must instruct the jury only on those factors that are relevant to the record developed at trial, and must also instruct the jury on the actual RAND commitment at issue, based on the relevant SDO language.
Though the Federal Circuit in Ericsson refused to provide a recommended modification of all 15 of the Georgia Pacific Factors for universal use in RAND cases, it did provide some further guidance on this issue. For example, the court noted that "[i]n a case involving RANDencumbered patents, many of the Georgia-Pacific factors simply are not relevant; many are even contrary to RAND principles." Namely, the licensor's established policy to maintain its patent monopoly (Georgia Pacific Factor 4) and the relationship between the SEP holder and the putative licensee (Georgia Pacific Factor 5) will never be relevant for a SEP holder who has committed to RAND licensing. While a SEP holder can legitimately charge differently situated licensees different rates reflecting the differential value those licensees receive from the patented technologies, the "ND" portion of RAND prevents SEP holders from discriminating on the basis of whether or not it competes directly with the licensee.
Comparable Licenses
The second approach seen in rulings from China, the United Kingdom, and the United States thus far focuses on just two of the Georgia-Pacific factors, factors 1 and 2 on comparable licenses.
In the first-ever FRAND damages determination, the Shenzhen Intermediate People actual sales price of each Huawei product. 56 While the Shenzhen court did not explain its calculation methodology, the three judges who ruled on this case wrote an article (translated in part in an article by Fei Deng and Su Sun) that provides more details on their reasoning; namely: when comparing the terms of the offers that the defendant made to the plaintiff with the terms of the licenses that the defendant signed with Samsung, Apple, and others, regardless of using the standard of one-time lump sum payment or per unit royalty rate, the rates stated in the offers are much higher than those in the licenses to Samsung, Apple, and others. The defendant not only demanded high royalty rates, but also forced the plaintiff to license all of its patents back for free, bringing extra benefits to the defendant. These indicate that the defendant's pricing was too high and discriminatory. Investigation shows that both the quality and the quantity of the patents owned by the plaintiff are much higher than those of the patents owned by the defendant. In other words, the market and technological value of the plaintiff's patents is much higher than that of the defendant's. In the mobile communications area, cross-licensing between owners of essential patents is not anti-competitive. But because the defendant does not manufacture any goods and the defendant's business model is licensing only, the defendant is enabled to receive extra benefits, which further exacerbates the high royalty rates in the defendant's offers. These indicate that the defendant has violated its FRAND commitment. 57 As Deng and Sun conclude, "[o]ne may infer from the statement above that the court used InterDigital's licenses with Samsung, Apple, and others as comparable licenses to determine whether the royalty rates InterDigital offered to Huawei were discriminatory, and possibly also to calculate the appropriate FRAND royalty rate that should be charged to Huawei, which was determined to be no more than 0. (2) the Apple license agreement was also an inappropriate benchmark because its scope of product coverage was significantly limited as compared to the license that the court was considering for Huawei, particularly when there are other more comparable license agreements; and (3) if the appropriate benchmarks had been used, and the court had considered the range of royalties offered by other similarly situated SEP holders in the wireless telecommunications industry, the court would have determined a RAND royalty that was substantially higher than 0.019%, and would have found, consistent with findings of the ALJ's initial determination in the USITC 337-TA-800 proceeding, that there was no proof that InterDigital's offers to Huawei violated its FRAND commitments.
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According to InterDigital's counsel, the company was also precluded from introducing comparable licensing agreements because of non-disclosure agreements, and "[t]he court refused to look at licensing practices by other SEP holders in the industry, including Huawei's own practices." 61 Instead, the court looked at InterDigital's licensing agreements with Apple (from 2007) and Samsung (from 2013), both of which were lump sum royalty fees agreements, and ultimately decided to rely solely on the 2007 Apple agreement on the grounds that the Samsung agreement was reached in settlement of litigation.
62 According to InterDigital, had the court applied the same methodology (i.e., calculating an "effective rate" using actual sales) to the Samsung licensing agreement, the effective rate would have been 0.19 percent, or ten times the Apple rate. 63 The U.S. courts have generally considered royalties received by the patentee for the licensing of the patent-in-suit in other circumstances comparable to FRAND-licensing circumstances. In Ericsson, the Federal Circuit explained that, while prior licenses "are almost never perfectly analogous to the [licenses at issue in a later] infringement action," this shortcoming "generally goes to the weight of the evidence, not its admissibility." 64 For example, allegedly comparable licenses may cover more patents than are at issue in the current action, or include cross-licensing terms, or cover foreign intellectual property rights, or be calculated as 60 
Id.
61 Stuart M. Chemtob, Approaches to FRAND Issues in China and Korea, Law Seminars International at 10-12 (Oct. 30, 2014) (on file with authors). 62 Id. 63 Id. Note that Anne Layne-Farrar submitted to the Supreme People's Court a report on behalf of InterDigital in the company's appeal of this matter. Here, however, we have relied only on publicly available documents. 64 Ericsson, 773 F.3d at 1227. some percentage of the value of a multi-component product. "Testimony relying on comparable licenses must account for such distinguishing facts when invoking them to value the patented invention." 65 One such "distinguishing factor" can be the royalty base employed in the RAND determination. For example, as the Federal Circuit clarified in Ericsson, juries may hear evidence about comparable licenses based on the end product rather than the SSPPU, reasoning that "[m]aking real world, relevant licenses inadmissible … would often make it impossible for a patentee to resort to license-based evidence." 66 In CSIRO v. Cisco Systems, the Federal Circuit reiterated its holding from Ericsson, stating that "otherwise comparable licenses are not inadmissible solely because they express the royalty rate as a percentage of total revenues, rather than in terms of the smallest salable unit." 67 In rejecting Cisco's contention that all damages models must begin with the SSPPU approach (which the court described as an "untenable" position that conflicts with its prior approvals of a methodology that values the asserted patent based on comparable licenses), the court explained that such a position would "necessitate exclusion of comparable license valuations that-at least in some cases-may be the most effective method of estimating the asserted patent's value."
68 Accordingly, the court "conclude[d] that the district court did not violate apportionment principles in employing a damages model that took account of the parties' informal negotiations with respect to the end product." 69 In Microsoft, Judge Robart looked beyond the set of potential comparable licenses and added patent pool rates to the list of allowable benchmarks. Although the court agreed "as a general matter that patent pools tend to produce lower rates than those that could be achieved through bilateral negotiation," Judge Robart nevertheless found that rates offered by patent pools (in his case, the MPEG LA H.264 pool and the Via Licensing 802.11 pool) "served as good indicators of a RAND royalty rate" for Motorola's relatively low value SEPs. 70 The basic foundation for Judge Robart's view is the fact that modern patent pools are largely bundles of SEPs related to particular standards, and as such, Judge Robart reasoned that they offer comparable value for low-value strictly complementary patents.
In contrast, in Innovatio, Judge Holderman found that the Via Licensing 802.11 pool was "not an appropriate comparable license," distinguishing Judge Robart's decision on the grounds that Judge Robart determined that Motorola's 802.11 patents were not important to the 802.11 standard, whereas Innovatio's patent portfolio is of "moderate to moderate-high importance to the 802.11 standard." 71 Judge Holderman identified numerous additional problems with using the Via pool rate as a comparable, including the fact that the pool had not been successful (the pool had only five licensors, thirty-five patents, and eleven licensees); did not include high value patents; did not distinguish between patents in the pool on the basis of technical merit, but rather gave the exact same royalty to all patents in the pool; and did not consider the importance of the patents to the implementer's products. Judge Holderman further noted that, because the Via patent pool did not allocate royalties among SEP holders based on relative merit, patent holders with valuable patents would not contribute their technology to the pool, but would instead seek to license those patents bilaterally. "As a result, the pool rates may be considerably depressed."
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Judge Holderman did not make any general statements on whether non-RAND licenses can ever be useful in determining a RAND rate. He did conclude, however, that because the evidence in the record was "insufficient for the court to determine the relative merit of the patented technology in each of those licenses compared with the technology in Innovatio's patents, the court rejects the use of non-RAND licenses and finds that they are "unreliable indicators in this case of the appropriate RAND rate."" 73 Judge Holderman also rejected Innovatio's other proposed comparable licenses on various grounds, including that the rates: were "adopted under the duress of litigation"; were determined only as part of a package deal involving a larger patent portfolio; were based on large patent portfolios, such that the rate would not be appropriate for an agreement including a significantly smaller number of patents (note that Judge Holderman's decision was issued before the Federal Circuit explicitly ruled that portfolio licenses were permissible comparables); were based on different standards; or failed to provide any indication of how valuable the patents were compared to other patents in the portfolio.
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In SK Hynix Inc. v. Rambus Inc., a case in which the court set a RAND rate as a sanction against Rambus for spoliation, Judge Whyte followed Judge Robart, concluding that "a monetary sanction that takes into account the royalty rates negotiated and paid by SK Hynix's primary competitors is . . . [an] appropriate and straightforward way to mitigate the prejudice to SK Hynix caused by Rambus's spoliation."
75 Thus, the court based its RAND rate determination on other Rambus licenses, based on the effective, not stated, rates.
In Golden Bridge Techn. v. Apple Inc., Magistrate Judge Grewal excluded Golden Bridge's expert's RAND royalty calculation based in large part on portfolio licenses Apple signed with Ericsson and Nokia. Magistrate Judge Grewel's rationale was that, "under established Federal Circuit law, an expert may not rely on broad licenses that cover technologies far beyond the patents-in-suit without accounting for the differences in his calculations," which 71 Innovatio, 2013 WL 5593609 at *36. 72 Id. 73 Id. the expert failed to do. 76 The court pointed to several significant flaws in the expert's report, including improperly and sub silencio allocating the entire value of Apple's portfolio license with Ericsson and Nokia "to a tiny subset of a subset of a subset of a subset of the patents and standards in those portfolios" and failing to allocate any value to the non-license terms of the Ericsson and Nokia agreements. According to the court, the expert's assumption that the "entire dollar value of the Apple-Ericsson and Apple-Nokia agreements stemmed entirely from the actually-essential (not just declared essential) WCMDA patents (not those related to other active standards) relating to terminal devices is an implausible assumption to begin with . . . . Each of the other errors identified by Apple then compound this basic error." 77 Similarly, in the United Kingdom, the recent ruling in Unwired Planet confirms that use of comparable licenses are permissible. The court there held that a FRAND rate can be determined by using comparable licenses, and that freely negotiated licenses are relevant evidence of what may be FRAND. 78 Specifically, the court stated that:
To the extent they are available other licences may be deployed as comparables. Just as comparables may be useful in a damages enquiry when considering a reasonable royalty and may be useful in determining the terms of a licence of right or in a Copyright Tribunal, so comparables may be useful in deciding what is FRAND. As always judgments will have to be made about how closely comparable any given licence is to the relevant circumstances in issue. The relevance of comparables is that they are evidence of what real parties in real negotiations have agreed upon. But like any real situation many factors may have been in play which make the licence less relevant. The negotiations may have involved a greater or lesser degree of hold up or hold out and it may be impossible to know that from the evidence available.
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To deal with the fact that some otherwise comparable licenses are likely to cover more SEPs, or SEPs plus non-SEPs, the UK court resorted to a form of patent counting. For example, if another SEP holder charges 5% but has contributed twice as many SEPs to the standard than the SEP holder of interest, then absent any reliable value weighting, this fact would suggest a rate of 2.5% for the current case. The court recognized that relying on simple patent counts was an imperfect shortcut, but concluded that, "[i]ndeed when one thinks about it some sort of patent counting is the only practical approach at least for a portfolio of any size. Trying to evaluate the importance of individual inventions becomes disproportionate very quickly." 80 The court went on to state, however, that I suppose in some cases it may be possible to identify a patent as an exceptional sort of keystone invention underpinning the entire technical approach on which a standard is based but that is not this case. There was unchallenged evidence that Unwired Planet's patents made an "average" contribution to the standards. I am satisfied that none of the Unwired Planet patents are in the exceptional keystone category. 81 
The Incremental Value Rule
While not explicitly addressed by the Federal Circuit, some implementers as well as the U.S. FTC have recommended determining FRAND value through the "incremental value rule." 82 This method was first put forward in the literature by economists extending a price theory for traditional physical products which holds that courts should recognize that the incremental value of the patented technology over the next-best alternative establishes the maximum amount that a willing licensee would pay in a hypothetical negotiation. Given this negotiation maximum, proponents argue that reasonable royalty damages should be no higher than this amount.
In Microsoft v. Motorola, Judge Robart rejected in part an "incremental value" approach on the grounds that it lacks "real-world applicability." 83 He argued that "explicit multilateral ex ante negotiations cannot be conducted under the auspices of many SSOs," and hence the incremental value rule is therefore impractical for courts to implement: "In practice, approaches linking the value of a patent to its incremental contribution to a standard are hard to implement. Calculating incremental value for multipatent standards 'gets very complicated, because when you take one patent out of a standard and put another one in you may make other changes, the performance of the standard is multidimensional, different people value different aspects. '" 84 Judge Robart went on to say: 80 Id. ¶ 182. 81 Id. ¶ 184. 82 See, e.g., U.S. FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION, The Evolving IP Marketplace: Aligning Patent Notice and Remedies with Competition at 21-22 (Mar. 2011), https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/reports/evolving-ip-marketplace-aligning-patent-noticeand-remedies-competition-report-federal-trade/110307patentreport.pdf. While the Federal Circuit in Ericsson referred to the "incremental value of the invention," it was not referring to the FTC's "incremental value approach," but rather to apportioning any value awarded from the value of the standard as a whole. 83 2013 WL 2111217 at *13 (internal citation omitted). 84 
Id.
Nevertheless, a reasonable royalty rate for an SEP committed to a RAND obligation must value the patented technology itself, which necessarily requires considering the importance and contribution of the patent to the standard. If alternatives available to the patented technology would have provided the same or similar technical contribution to the standard, the actual value provided by the patented technology is its incremental contribution. Thus, comparison of the patented technology to the alternatives that the SSO could have written into the standard is a consideration in determining a RAND royalty. 85 Ultimately, Judge Robart concluded that the incremental value approach is "realized, in part" through Factor 9 of Georgia-Pacific, which considers the utility and advantages of the patent property over the old modes or devices, if any, that had been used for working out similar results.
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In Innovatio, Judge Holderman rejected the manufacturers' "Bottom Up" approach for calculating a RAND royalty, a method that shares a number of commonalities with the incremental value rule. Specifically, the Bottom Up approach suggests determining the costs of implementing reasonable alternatives to the patents at issue that could have been adopted into the standard, and dividing that cost by the total number of infringing units to determine the maximum per unit royalty. Judge Holderman noted that the approach is based on the theory that a hypothetical licensee would not pay more for patents than the amount necessary to adopt an alternative. 87 But Judge Holderman found that there were no alternatives to Innovatio's patents that would provide all of the functionality with respect to the 802.11 standard; he also pointed to Judge Robart's (at least partial) rejection of the incremental value approach. Instead, Judge Holderman adopted a "Top Down" approach, which generally starts with the average price of the identified royalty base (in Innovatio, a WiFi chip) and then calculates the average profit that the product/component maker earns on the sale of each unit, as a means of isolating the portion of the income from the sale of the product/component available to the maker to pay royalties on intellectual property. The available profit is then multiplied by a fraction calculated as a number of the SEPs at issue, divided by the total number of SEPs in the standard. 88 85 Id. 86 Id. at *19. 87 Innovatio, 2013 WL 5593609 at *37. 88 Id. at *38.
B. Economic Discussion
In our view, comparable licenses typically provide the best evidence of market value and thus should be central to any calculation methodology whenever possible. 89 That said, when considering comparable licenses, it is important to consider factors specific to each license, such as the circumstances surrounding the bargaining, the timing, and the relative bargaining position of the parties. For example, a license entered when the commercial viability of the technology is still uncertain will, in general, result in a lower royalty than a license entered into when the commercial viability of the technology is already established or has increased. This latter point perhaps explains, at least in part, the seemingly unreasonably low royalty rates determined by the Shenzhen Intermediate People's Court (and affirmed by the Guangdong High People's Court) in Huawei v. InterDigital, where the court relied on pre-product release licenses but reportedly failed to account for differences in scope, time frame, or sales forecasts contemporaneous to negotiations. Public information indicates that the court relied on a 2007 license agreement with Apple, prior to Apple's introduction of the iPhone. Instead of using the negotiating parties' predicted sales for the covered products, the court used (ex post) actual sales to calculate an "effective" running royalty rate. Compared to contemporaneous industry analyst reports, iPhone sales far exceeded expectations, but it is the latter of which-the low volume sales expected at the time of negotiations--that would have formed the basis for the lump sum agreed upon. Using actual sales in this instance-which were much higher than expected-will understate (and considerably so) the implicit rate that the parties actually agreed to in determining the lump sum payment. Furthermore, the court failed to adjust any projections to present value.
The above endorsement of comparable licenses has intentionally left open the question of patent pools, as these deserve a discussion of their own. Given the difficulty of finding arm's length, market-based benchmarks for RAND rates and terms, it seems profligate to dismiss patent pools out of hand. However, Judge Holderman's discussion of the pitfalls that the use of patent pools can entail is important. Specifically, patent pools covering SEPs for a standard may be either "too high" (exceeding a RAND range) or "too low" (falling below a RAND range). For example, suppose the pool was formed by vertically integrated firms (i.e., covering multiple points in a manufacture-distribution chain) primarily interested in downstream profits. In forming the pool, these SEP holders may focus unduly on holding royalty expenses to a minimum (as they are an input cost). This could lead the pool rates to fall below a RAND range. Suppose, on the other hand, that the pool was formed by firms with low-value SEPs-technically essential but with minimal contribution to the standard. In this case, the risk is in the other direction: the pool contributors may be banding together in order to raise the pool rates above a RAND range. 90 The commercial success of a given pool, from both the licensor and licensee sides, is a critical analysis element when deciding whether to use a pool as a RAND benchmark. 89 Courtroom damages exercises are often far afield from normal course business negotiations, in particular, the former must rely on whatever data is available, even if it does not mirror real world discussions. Before using a pool's rates and terms as RAND benchmarks, the court (or experts) should ask the following questions:
(1) Has the pool signed up a significant number of SEP contributors and do those entities represent the key technology holders? If so, the pool's rates and terms are more likely to be high enough to fairly and reasonably compensate the SEP holders.
(2) Has the pool signed up a significant number of licensors and do these entities represent key standard implementers? If so, the pool's rates and terms are more likely to be sufficiently low enough to be fair and reasonable from implementers' perspectives.
If the answer to either question is no, then that pool is likely a poor FRAND benchmark. If a shortage of other useful benchmarks nevertheless pushes toward relying on the pool anyway, then it should be used with great caution and with full disclosure of its weaknesses and emphasis that it is an upper or lower bound on FRAND (as the case may be).
The last method seen in practice (thus far at least) is the incremental value rule approach. The underlying theory is well-established, based on decades of pricing theory for physical goods. And at a very general level, an incremental value approach both makes intuitive sense and also captures the F and R aspects of FRAND: a SEP holder should be compensated commensurate with the value its patented technology contributes to products compliant with the standard, in relation to other options the standard could have taken. The problem, however, is that determining an "incremental" value for intangible intellectual property is quite difficult than the incremental cost for a physical good in a number of ways. First, as Judge Robart observed, two flaws in the approach are "its lack of real-world applicability" and "its impracticability with respect to implementation by courts."
91 Second, the approach crucially depends on the point of comparison: incremental value as compared to what? The state of the art prior to any standard solution emerging, which is often the starting point for innovators? The price or value of the "next best alternative" competing for inclusion in the standard? This latter approach entails valuing two intangible contributions instead of one, so the workload is far higher (reinforcing Judge Robart's point of impracticability for courts). Moreover, technology selection within standard setting often involves multi-dimension tradeoffs between the options. In other words, the technologies often cannot be rank ordered from best to worst; different parties can have vastly different views of the relative merits of one option versus another. This complication makes any discussion of alternatives not only messy, but subjective. 92 In short, while the incremental value rule can be a useful thought experiment, it is often not implementable in any form precise enough to guide specific FRAND determinations.
An important factor to consider regardless of the particular FRAND determination method followed is the actual FRAND commitment at issue. While policy and academic discussions often refer to "the FRAND commitment" as if it were a monolithic promise, there 91 Microsoft, 2013 WL 2111217 at *13 (internal citation omitted). are in fact subtle, but important, differences across SDOs in regards to their IPR policies. For example, some organizations require members to sign contracts (membership agreements), while others simply require IPR declarations (such as letters of assurance). 93 The definition of what is considered "essential" often varies too. Finally, the details included in the FRAND pledge requested, such as the requested geographic scope for the license, reciprocity in licensing, and the license duration, differ across organizations-sometimes dramatically so.
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The many differences in FRAND pledge terms can affect the hypothetical negotiation framework under the Georgia-Pacific approach, the acceptability of certain terms and conditions in comparable licenses, and can provide important context for any incremental value exercise attempted.
Lastly, in the case of an infringer who is engaged in holdup or holdout, enhanced damages may be appropriate and necessary to deter such conduct and adequately compensate the SEP holder. Indeed, if the worst penalty a SEP infringer faces is merely paying, after an adjudication, the FRAND royalty it should have agreed to pay when first asked, then holdup and holdout give implementers a profitable way to defer payment. As ALJ Essex explained, "[i]t makes good business sense, for as long as they [infringers] hold out, they get the IPR for free, and in the end, they are counting on getting it at either no cost if they prevail on validity or infringement, or the price of a FRAND, the price they would have paid if they had followed the agreement in the first place." 95 This also puts SEP holders at a disadvantage that reduces the rewards to, and therefore discourages, both innovation and participation in standard setting. As Anne Layne-Farrar has explained:
Working backwards through a simple example illustrates th[e] point [that holdup can be a very attractive strategy for standards' implementers]. After litigation is concluded, if an implementer is found to infringe the asserted SEPs it will have to pay FRAND damages/royalties of F. But there is some chance (call it p, where 0<p<1) that the court will decide the litigation in the implementer's favor, in which case it will pay nothing in damages. Abstracting from litigation expenses that both the plaintiff and the defendant must pay, on the eve of litigation the implementer's expected loss is only p×F, which is clearly less than F. Stepping back even earlier in time, there is some chance (call it ð, where 0<ð<1) that the SEP holder will never file suit, say because it is focused on its downstream market or because it is worried about retaliation in other commercial dealings with the implementer. Thus, before the implementer ever makes its first investment in bringing standard-compliant products to market, it faces two options: 1) enter into a license with the SEP holder now and pay the FRAND royalty F with certainty, or 2) practice patent holdout, which has the expected payout of ð×p×F, an amount clearly lower than either p×F or F. It would be entirely unsurprising for a significant number of implementers to choose option 2. 96 As such, awarding FRAND damages (as opposed to enhanced damages) for past infringement against an infringer who is engaged in holdup or holdout would likely be insufficient to deter such behavior.
IV.
Choosing an Appropriate Base for FRAND Royalty Determinations
Much attention has been given to the appropriate base for FRAND royalty determinations, namely whether a SEP holder may use the end-user device as the royalty base (which is common industry practice in the telecommunications sector, among others) or must use a smaller component such as a chipset as the royalty base. While the SSPPU approach was created by U.S. federal courts for use by juries in patent damages cases, it has recently been used by competition agencies in China (against Qualcomm) and India (against Ericsson) to investigate whether a company's practice of charging royalties based on the end-user device prices amounts to "excessive" or "unfairly high" pricing.
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A. Court Rulings
The U.S. Supreme Court long ago held that a patentee "must in every case give evidence tending to separate or apportion the defendant's profits and the patentee's damages between the patented feature and the unpatented features." 98 In the alternative, a patentee can show "that the profits and damages are to be calculated on the whole machine, for the reason that the entire value of the whole machine, as a marketable article, is properly and legally attributable to the patented feature." 99 This latter damages rule, known as the Entire Market Value Rule, was recently affirmed by the Federal Circuit, which ruled that "[a] patentee may assess damages based on the entire market value of the accused product only where the patented feature creates the basis for customer demand or substantially creates the value of the component parts."
On the other side of the spectrum, in LaserDynamics Inc. v. Quanta Computer USA, Inc., the Federal Circuit held that, " [w] here small elements of multi-component products are accused of infringement, calculating a royalty on the entire product carries a considerable risk that the patentee will be improperly compensated for non-infringing components of that product. Thus, it is generally required that royalties be based not on the entire product, but instead on the 'smallest salable patent-practicing unit.'" 101 The court went on to explain that "[t]the entire market value rule is a narrow exception to this general rule [of apportionment]. If it can be shown that the patented feature drives the demand for an entire multi-component product, a patentee may be awarded damages as a percentage of revenues or profits attributable to the entire product."
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The Federal Circuit in Ericsson reiterated its prior statements from LaserDynamics that the SSPPU was created as an evidentiary rule "to help our jury system reliably implement the substantive statutory requirement of apportionment of royalty damages to the invention's value."
103 The court went on to explain that:
[l]ogically, an economist could do this [apportionment] in various ways-by careful selection of the royalty base to reflect the value added by the patented feature, where that differentiation is possible; by adjustment of the royalty rate so as to discount the value of a product's non-patented features; or by a combination thereof. The essential requirement is that the ultimate reasonable royalty award must be based on the incremental value that the patented invention adds to the end product.
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As noted above, following Ericsson, the Federal Circuit in CISCO rejected the implementer's contention that all damages models must begin with the SSPPU approach, describing the position as "untenable."
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In cases with cross-jurisdictional references, a number of recent decisions involving Ericsson issued by the Delhi High Court held that the company's practice of charging royalties based on the price of the end-user device was consistent with RAND principles. 106 
B. Economic Discussion
The SSPPU approach was designed as a step towards mitigating the risk of juries awarding damages that reflect more than the value conveyed by use of the asserted patents. However, for some technologies, using the SSPPU as the royalty base is likely to go too far and may undervalue the technology. For example, although some technology may technically be implemented by a single component part, that technology may provide the end product more value than is captured in the component itself. Relying on the end-user product as the royalty base can help to internalize such externalities. As Judge Davis explained in the lower court decision in CSIRO v. Cisco:
Although it is largely undisputed that the inventive aspect of the '069 Patent is carried out in the PHY layer of the wireless chip, the chip itself is not the invention. The '069 Patent is a combination of techniques that largely solved the multipath problem for indoor wireless data communication. The benefit of the patent lies in the idea, not in the small amount of silicon that happens to be where that idea is physically implemented. Compounding this problem is the depression of chip prices in the damages period resulting from rampant infringement which occurred in the wireless industry. Prior to 2008, outside of the Radiata TLA, no company in the industry sought a license from CSIRO to the '069 Patent and CSIRO received no royalties whatsoever for that technology. It is simply illogical to attempt to value the contributions of the '069 Patent based on wireless chip prices that were artificially deflated because of pervasive infringement. Basing a royalty solely on chip price is like valuing a copyrighted book based only on the costs of the binding, paper, and ink needed to actually produce the physical product. While such a calculation captures the cost of the physical product, it provides no indication of its actual value. 108 Moreover, the value of a given SEP portfolio as realized by a licensee may also vary depending on the final product the licensee is focused on. For example, we would expect a given LTE SEP portfolio to deliver very different value to a mobile infrastructure manufacturer as compared to a handset maker as compared to a network operator.
With respect to wireless cellular technologies in particular, the licensed patents may read on the system or device level, rather than the component level. Indeed, many SEPs related to wireless cellular technologies incorporated in 2G, 3G, and 4G standards are designed to optimize the wireless system and network; their value therefore reaches well beyond a specific component in the device. One study that examined a representative sample of patents in a large portfolio of SEPs owned by Ericsson found that more than 80% of the SEPs read on the cellular network or the end device, not on an individual component.
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Courts need to be careful in the automatic application of component based royalties, instead taking the particular circumstances for the instant case into account. For multicomponent products, calculating royalties on the entire product carries a risk that the patentee will be improperly compensated for non-infringing components of that product. On the other hand, if a small component does not adequately capture the value of the patented technology, but the patented technology is not the sole "driver" of end product demand, then the SEP holder could be caught between Charybdis and Scylla: using a small component will undercompensate the SEP holder unless a very large percentage rate is applied (something not yet seen in trials, and difficult to envision courts or juries accepting) but using the end product as the royalty base runs the very real risk of being thrown out as an attempt at holdup.
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As a matter of economics, it is the overall value assigned to the license that matters, and not its particular calculation method. Hence, a 1% rate applied to a $100 end product yields the same royalty payment as a 10% rate applied to a $10 component of that product. That being said, juries can be swayed by a relatively large end-product price and may view very small percentage rates as "unfair," but bench trials are likely to be well equipped to handle the pure mathematics.
In terms of overall welfare, Gerard Llobet and Jorge Padilla show that, compared to per unit component royalties, ad-valorem royalties based on the price of the end-user device tend to decrease the prices paid by consumers, particularly in the context of successive monopolies, which result in double-marginalization. Specifically, they find that "[t]he resulting price in the final market is never higher under ad-valorem royalties. The reason is that ad-valorem royalties are more similar to fixed fees than per-unit royalties. As a result, they make the doublemarginalization problem less severe, generating lower distortions in the final market." 111 Llobet and Padilla also conclude that ad-valorem rates tend to spur innovation. Such rates tend to benefit upstream producers without hurting downstream producers. When there are multiple upstream developers with complementary innovations, "numerical results indicate that ad-valorem royalties typically work better because by increasing upstream profits they generate a positive feedback on the incentive to innovate of all parties." 112 As a practical matter, most licenses in many high-tech markets, including smartphones, are negotiated on a patent portfolio basis using the end-user device as the royalty base. As a result, the strict application of the SSPPU method creates a tension between real-world practice and court decisions, 113 as recognized by the U.S. Federal Circuit. It also renders most would-be comparable licenses non-comparable, or at least more difficult to translate.
We therefore conclude that courts should identify the appropriate royalty base as the one the parties most likely would have chosen in the hypothetical negotiation. This is necessarily a highly fact-specific issue that should be determined on a case-by-case basis.
V. Worldwide Portfolio Licensing as Consistent with FRAND-Assurances
A. Court Rulings
A component of the methodology used to calculate FRAND royalties and damages is what, exactly, to include in the court-determined license. It is common industry practice to license patents, including FRAND-assured SEPs, on a worldwide portfolio basis. Courts have differed on their willingness to assess FRAND for a portfolio versus a handful of specifically asserted patents. For instance, early cases in the Netherlands determined FRAND rates for the Netherland subset of SEPs only. 114 The trend, however, appears to be toward finding global portfolio licensing practices as consistent with FRAND-assurances.
For example, in St Lawrence vs. Vodafone, a German court upheld the use of worldwide portfolio licensing on the grounds that it was efficient and avoided an evasion of the "nondiscriminatory" prong of FRAND. The court in that case also held that the implementer's local patents, local production, and/or local sales of infringing products, along with avoiding setting terms and conditions for foreign patents covering only foreign sales.
A second complication arises in the United States with the dichotomy between breach of contract RAND cases filed by licensees (namely, Microsoft v. Motorola), and patent infringement cases filed by SEP holders (e.g. Ericsson v. D-Link). In the former type of case, the contract covers all SEPs for the standard at issue and so must be considered on a global portfolio basis. In the latter circumstance, however, patent infringement cases involve in-depth reviews of patent claims, validity issues, and infringement evidence. This level of detail is impractical on a portfolio basis, leaving courts in a quandary over FRAND determinations. One way to reconcile the common sense of global SEP FRAND rates and terms with the specificity of patent infringement cases would be to take a handful of SEPs as representative, with the detailed court assessment focusing on these, but the rates and terms then set for the portfolio as a whole. This is, in fact, a common tactic in arms' length license negotiations, and is essentially what the Beijing Intellectual Property Court did in the Sony case discussed above.
VI. Conclusion
Based on the case law to date, there appear to be global consensus emerging on certain issues, namely, that concerns about patent holdup are symmetrical and that relying on comparable licenses (when available) is important, with comparables including licenses based on the end-user device.
In the United States, the Federal Circuit's decisions in Ericsson and CISCO reject much of the approach previously taken by U.S. district courts, holding instead that concerns about holdup and royalty stacking must be proven and not theoretical, explaining that " [t] here is no Georgia-Pacific-like list of factors that district courts can parrot" for every RAND case, and clarifying that the SSPPU is an evidentiary rule designed to assist juries and is therefore not necessary in bench trials or arm's length negotiations. While the U.S. Ninth Circuit affirmed Judge Robart's decision in Microsoft, that decision has limited precedential value, particularly given that the court found that Motorola had waived virtually all issues it raised on appeal. To the extent that the decision differs from the Federal Circuit's decisions, it is the latter that govern patent law disputes throughout the United States.
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In Europe, member states continue to flesh out the landmark decision from the ECJ in Huawei, providing further guidance to SEP holders seeking to take advantage of the court's safe harbor from competition law liability for seeking or enforcing injunctive relief on FRANDassured SEPs.
With respect to injunctive relief, courts in India, China, and the UK have granted such relief on FRAND-assured SEPs, when needed to avoid holdout by implementers.
